
Expanded Road

Hierarchy of Sins

Road Of Paradox

O  O  O  O  O  O  O  O  O  O
Aura: Confidence________(        )

Score       Minimum Wrongdoing                                 Rationale

10   Allowing restrictive social conventions            Such structures prevent people from
to go  unchallenged.                                   seeking out their destinies.

9 Failing to execute a Cainite who stubbornly     Vampires who cannot adapt to thier new
refuses to acknowledge his destiny.     purposes must not be allowed to batten on the cycle

8       Embracing outside the family line.            Only your own flesh and blood can entirely
comprehend your place in the universe.

7     Allowing your subjects to understand      They cannnot come to thier own realization if
what you're doing to them.                 they understand what is happening to them.

6 Failing to execute a Cainite who repeatedly            Vampires must not deliberately
stops humans from working toward their destiny.                 pollute the cycle.
5       Allowing those who are not on the                   Only from the shadows may you

Road to see your true self.                                exerice your purpose.
4         Destroying a fellow adherent of                 You are not your brother's keeper and

the Road of Paradox.                     cannot tell him how to carry out his destiny.
3     Killing a human who has not fulfilled                 You may not interfere in the 
his purpose for any reason other than survival.                destiny of mortals.
2     Embracing needlessly, out of personal           Removing someone from the cycle is a 

desire, or without due consideration.          grave action, not to be undertaken lightly.
1 Acknowledging any other as your superior.     The will of a master interferes with the

carrying out of your destiny.

Ethics

Guide others to their purpose for being.
Cainites and mortals must come to thie own realization of their destiny.

Execute only those who absolutely refuse to accept their purpose, or repeatedly attempt others
from following their destinies.

You may not kill those who have not yet fulfilled their purpose, unless they refuse to do so.
Keep your secret face hidden from those around you; only by doing so may you act with freedom.


